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The Colour that’s on Everyone’s
Wish list this Season is Natural,
Fresh and Gorgeously Sun-Kissed.
After the longest winter everyone’s looking forward to a summer in
the sun, but prolonged exposure can make hair brittle, frizzy & faded.
Brassy, sun exposed hair is never good so Headmasters have developed
Light Effects with Micro Wand. This technique means you don’t need
to over expose hair in the sun (protecting your hair investment) whilst
recreating that summer in the sun without having to step on a beach.

Your most natural,
sun-kissed colour ever
Ideal for every hair colour, Headmasters Light Effects with Micro Wand is a unique
technique that uses an ultra fine hair colouring wand (similar to a mascara wand) to
delicately place fine lights along the soft baby fine hairs around the face. Lifting and
lightening where the sun naturally would, your expert colourist will choose a shade
that complements your skin tone, hair colour and eyes to create a flattering, soft,
illuminated effect for an altogether more real colour.

Used in conjunction with traditional highlights and balayage it will fill the gaps
between the hairline and root for a radiant, flattering, natural colour that highlights
features. Simply ask your stylist to add onto your colour service and leave with your
most natural, sun-kissed colour ever.
Complementary with any other colour service, available nationwide.

Celebs who love:

Angelina Jolie, Elisabeth Olsen, Kate Moss, Lindsey Wixon, Cara Delevingne.

Caring for your colour:

To keep hair in top condition try Headmasters Miracle Repair Collection
the ultimate protection for healthy, shiny, smooth hair available at
Headmasters salons and Tesco stores nationwide.
HEADMASTERS MIRACLE REPAIR SOS Moisture Shampoo £4.49
HEADMASTERS MIRACLE REPAIR SOS Moisture Conditioner £4.49
HEADMASTERS MIRACLE PROTECT Heat Defence Styling Spray £4.99
HEADMASTERS MIRACLE PROTECT Heat Defence Serum £5.99
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